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A standard method for restoring chiral symmetry in the bag model is to introduce an explicit external pion field. 
Questions of the consistency and compatibility of this method with the assumptions of the static-cavity 
approximation of the bag model are discussed. An approximate version of the model is justified. It is argued that 
consistency requires treating pion-induced quark-pair creation and annihilation at the bag surface as a zeroth-order 
process in pion-coupling perturbation theory. An approximation treating these pairs as an inward extension of the 
pion field is discussed. The resulting model gives an improved value ofgA .
I. INTRODUCTION
When quarks are confined as in the static bag 
m odel,1’ 2 it is  inevitable that chiral sym m etry is  
broken. The sym m etry is  restored  if interactions 
with pions are taken into account.3"8 In the MIT 
bag m odel1 the confined quark field q{x) sa tisfies  
the boundary conditions
i n ^ q i x )  = q(x) , (1 .1a)
j r i ' d (qq)=B  (1.1b)
on the surface S of the bag. Here nM is  the unit 
inward normal to the surface. The condition 
(1. 1a) is  equivalent to requiring that the quark 
have an infinite m ass outside the bag. 1 Both of 
these conditions break chiral sym m etry. Thus 
the axial-vector current based on the confined 
quarks,
=i '^ (x)y5y l,Tq(x):ev ( x ) , (1.2)
where 8y (x) vanishes outside the confinement 
volume and is  one inside, is  not conserved for 
zero-m ass quarks, but sa tisfies
9“A(jQW  = ^:q(x )y5tq (x)  :5s (x) , (1.3)
where nu5s(x) = d ^ 6 v {x). The by-now standard 
method for restoring chiral sym m etry in the bag 
m odel involves introducing an auxiliary m a ssle ss  
pion field .4"8 The essen ce of this approach is  
that if a pion contribution to the total axial-vector  
current is  included,
A^ix)  =AuQW  - f d j r i x ) , (1.4)
the total current is  conserved, if
0 =8 “XU(*) =BllA uCj(x) - f d % ( x ) . (1.5)
Here and throughout/  is  the pion decay constant 
( /=  93 MeV). In effect the divergence of the quark 
contribution becom es a source for the m a ssle ss  
pion field at the bag surface.
There is ,  of course, already a pion in the bag
model, appearing as a m a ssle ss  quark-antiquark 
sta te .9 It is  believed that pion-bag interactions 
should em erge naturally in the original unadorned 
bag model when surface fluctuations (bag fission , 
etc.) are taken into account. However, despite 
some progress in treating bag-bag interactions 
we are st ill  far from a dynamical theory of r e l-  
ativistic interactions .10’ 11 Thus it is  attractive 
to explore approximations starting from the 
static cavity model. In the case of low-energy  
pion interactions PC AC (partial conservation of 
axial-vector current) com es to our aid as long 
as we are willing to introduce a pion field. We 
shall assum e, however, that the pion field appears 
only as an approximation to a bag pion, that a 
theory with an explicit pion field is  inherently 
redundant, and that we shall consequently need 
to take particular care to avoid double counting.
For the sake of definiteness and consistency  
chiral sym m etry should be built into a modified 
bag Lagrangian, version s of which are Chodos 
and Thorn’s linear a model4 and Jaffe’s nonlinear 
ct model “hybrid chiral bag.” 8 Although these 
Lagrangians have been d iscussed  as c la ssica l 
field theories we shall treat them as quantum 
field theories (in the static cavity approximation).
V ersions of chirally sym m etric bag m odels 
have been used in perturbation theory to study 
low-energy pion-nucleon scattering12 and, more 
sp ecifica lly , the renorm alization of various hadron 
m a sses5’ 6’ 8 and a calculation of the pion-nucleon-A  
coupling constants.4’ 5 It may seem  that a phe­
nomenology of low-energy bag-pion interactions 
is  w ell in hand. However, basic questions of 
procedure have not yet received adequate d iscu s­
sion: Where is  the pion field?  Should it exist 
only outside the bag? How does one formulate 
perturbation theory in the pion-bag coupling 
constant ? In addition there are questions of 
consistency: How does one reconcile the existence  
of two pions in the theory ? How does the pion 
affect the s iz e  of the bag through a chirally sym -
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m etric  version of the nonlinear boundary condition 
(1.1b)?
We take up these questions in Secs. Ill and IV 
after reviewing the basic chirally  sym m etric 
bag model in Sec. II. We regard  the external 
pion field as an approximation to the amplitude 
for finding the c.m. of a composite pion at a given 
spacetim e point. This in terpretation  is consistent 
with the Donoghue-Johnson9 treatm ent of the c.m. 
motion of the pion bag, wherein the static  cavity 
boundary se rves as an artific ia l b a rr ie r  to the 
free  motion of a composite pion. The chirally 
sym m etric eigenstate m ust not be so constrained — 
hence the necessity  in a chirally  sym m etric theory 
of allowing the pion to appear at positions other 
than within the confines of the static  cavity. This 
in terpretation  also req u ires  that the pion be able 
to move freely  in some sense across the bag 
boundary. It is  p referable to rep resen t the pion 
in te rm s of quarks for distances com parable to 
the bag size , w hereas an elem entary-field  de­
scription should be adequate at la rger distances. 
Thus a nucleon se rves as a source for a pion 
field, but that field m ust in turn  give r is e  freely 
to quark-antiquark pairs inside the original 
nucleon. We propose an approximate treatm ent 
of the effect of these additional pa irs by extending 
the definition of the pion field into the bag in terio r. 
Chodos and Thorn also suggested th is approach, 
but for different reaso n s.4 This approximation 
form s the basis for a p ractical perturbative 
model of bag-pion coupling. M iller, Thomas, 
and Theberge have studied an identical model, 
but they do not in sist upon an in terpretation  of 
the in ternal pion field as a reflection of excited 
quark-antiquark p a irs , nor do they requ ire  a 
rigorous treatm ent of the nonlinear boundary 
condition.12 The model is applied in a determ ina­
tion of the m asses , couplings, and other param ­
e te rs  for the low-lying nonstrange hadrons in the 
following paper (hereafter re fe rred  to as II).13 
Although many of these p aram eters have already 
been evaluated in piecem eal fashion in hybrid 
ch iral m odels,5’6’12' 14 we attem pt a complete t r e a t­
ment, including corrections for the c.m. motion.
II. REVIEW OF THE BAG MODEL WITH 
CHIRAL SYMMETRY
It is  convenient to s ta r t with the nonlinear 
model of Jaffe8 although other nonlinear m odels, 
or the original linear a model of Chodos and 
Thorn,4 would serve as well. Ja ffe ’s re su lts  
a re  sum m arized in Eqs. (2.1) —(2.8) below. Since 
the pion field is to be regarded  as an approxim a­
tion for a composite quark-antiquark state, the 
field is  introduced only outside the bag. We use
the explicit quark-antiquark form  inside.5’7’8 
The action is  (omitting gluons)
A  = J  dix ( ^ q y ' d q  -Bj + J^d^xUD^n)2
- i  f ^ x q e ^ ^ ^ q  , (2.1)
where the bag su rfa c e s  separa tes the inside (V) 
and outside (V) of the bag, and where
D - t e"(iis ~ 1
x ~ \ t t \  / f ,  and % =  if/1 jr I. The action is invariant 
under the usual nonlinear ch iral transform ations
5 q = - 8 -  r y 5q ,
5 7? = - f [ B - ( 1  - x  cot*)ir x (6 x 7r) ]. 
The equations of motion are
8%  - 8 “ [ ( l  (5U - 5 ^ ) 9 ^ ]  =0
iduy llq=0  in V,  
i n ^ q  = ( e‘T' ir5/f )q on S ,






x  -2^ qT jy 5e irr’r^/ fq on S . (2.4d)
It is  useful to note that the boundary condition 
(2.4c) at S above im plies that
q e if-fr5'fq= 0 on S . (2.5)
The nonlinear boundary condition follows from 
requiring that the action be stationary with respect 
to variations in S. D irect variation  of S gives
Un-  a)(tfeiT'-*V/ q) =B - \ ( D ^ Y  . 
The conserved axial-vector curren t is
(2 . 6 )




=y y uy ^ q s v .
7)
(2.8)
The equations of motion and boundary condtions
(2.4) a ssu re  that A^(x)  is  conserved.
We wish to consider a perturbation theory based 
on a form al expansion in inverse powers of the 
constant / .  To second order the action (2.1) 
becomes
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A  =A0 +A1/ f + A 2/ f 2 , 
w h er e
- i  f  (fxidjrf - k f  ifxqq, 
v s
J f  = - \  f  d3x q e ^ y ^ q ,  (2.9)
Js
/ / 2 = -  I  / > *  [ ( it - 8 ^ ) 2/3 / 2 - x 2/ 3 0 ^ ) 2]
Jy
+ i I dsx q q x 2 .
Js
The free fields for which A a is  stationary satisfy 
the usual conditions
i y d q ^ O  in V ,  i y n q = q  on S , 
827r=0 in 7 ,  w  977 =0 on S ,
(2 . 10)
and may be used as a basis for a quantum p e rtu r­
bation theory. In the usual static-cav ity  approx­
im ation, the equations (2.10) a re  solved for the 
static-cavity  eigenmodes, and the fields are 
quantized accordingly:
(2.11)
Q  = ] £  [< l n ( x ) e ' i u n * b „  +q°{x)eiwn*dl} ,
Ha 0
k2dk £ .
The pion field couples to the quarks only at the 
surface of the bag. It gives r is e  to excitations 
of the quarks as well as producing quark -an ti­
quark pairs. The second-order te rm  in the action 
is  peculiar to the particu lar formulation of a 
chirally sym m etric action. Other nonlinear 
models give a different second-order term . How­
ever, the f irs t-o rd e r  te rm s are  common to all 
models. Thus m ore model-independent re su lts  
must be of f irs t order in perturbation theory or 
of second o rder in cases in which A j f 2 has no 
effect.
It is  convenient in discussing the spectrum  of 
perturbed sta tes in the static-cavity  approxim a­
tion to separate  the Hamiltonian in f irs t order 
as follows: ■
H =H 0 +Hl t
where
H0 = 5 3  u„{blbn +dldn) +
( 2 . 1 2 )
H{ = : f  <Px\qq: + i  f  d2x: q i f  ‘ v y j f q : .
Js Js
T he f i r s t  te r m  in  th e  e x p re s s io n  fo r th e  in t e r a c ­
tion Hamiltonian may seem  superfluous, since 
the linear boundary condition (2.10) im plies that 
q„qm- 0 for eigenfunctions in the free-cavity  ex­
pansion for q (2.11). However, we show in the 
Appendix that its expectation value on a perturbed 
eigenstate does not vanish if we define the value 
on the bag surface as a lim it of the values inside 
the bag. Indeed the expectation value of Hj  itself 
vanishes on the perturbed eigenstates.
As a prelim inary illustration of perturbation 
theory with the Hamiltonian (2.12) we calculate 
the shift to order l / / 2 in the energy of the sp h eri­
cal nucleon. In lowest order it is  a th ree-quark  
state with quarks in the lowest orbital with wave 
function
<7o:
N / j 0(ur)U
V- 4 tt Via* ^ (w rJO )
(2.13)
where R 3N* = n 2/ [ l - j 0(n)2], u>=Q/R, U is  a two- 
component spinor, and S2“ 2.04 so that j 0(S2) 
=j1(Q) according to (2.10).2 To second order the 
action A  2 does not contribute to the energy of the 
s ta te .15 Thus the energy shift is  found from Hr 
above, and it is
■ (oiffrinX ^ iffjio)
' En - E „  ’A E = (2.14)
where I m> is  a state containing one pion and three 
quarks, one of which could be excited. However, 
we shall neglect te rm s in which the quark is  
excited, allowing only spin and isospin re a rra n g e ­
m ents of the ground state. The unperturbed state 
I 0) and the unexcited state I y.) a re  annihilated 
by the f irs t  te rm  in Ht . T herefore, it does not 
contribute to the energy shift in this o rder, and 
we are  co rrec t in omitting te rm s of higher order 
in H[ in (2.14). Since the interm ediate state con­
tains unexcited quark sta tes, the energy shift 
(2.14) can be found by solving the c lassical equa­
tions
V27t„ = 0 in V,
^ ' ^ f = ^ p ( 0 \ q y 5Tq\v) on S , (2.15)
‘‘J
AE = - i  [_(Vn„)2d3x ,
Jv
where v re fe rs  only to the quark degrees of f re e ­
dom in Im). T o be more specific, we have
: g , • r r , .c /r 2  , r > R
(2.16)
40 7 7 /’ 
w h e r e  X = |  and
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S a z
5 ft
9 0 - 1
(2.17)
is  the nucleon axial-vector charge of the original 
m odel.2 The nucleon axia l-vector charge in this 
model is  A^ . 8 In term s of these constants,
9A E = - __  J £ jL
100 8 n f zR : ( E ^ V ^ ) -  (2.18) 'f . i  /
where a t , e tc ., is  an operator acting on the spin 
of the ith quark. The interm ediate states 1 v) in 
th is case consist of nucleons and A states of 
various spins and charges. The expression  for 
the energy shift is  valid for the A as w ell as the 
nucleon. The expectation value 7\)  is
57 for the nucleon and 33 for the A. Barnhill and 
Halprin6 advocate omitting the term s with i  =j 
as corresponding to a renorm alization of quark 
m ass and cavity energy. Doing so m akes it 
im possible to separate the irNN coupling from the 
ttAA, e tc ., and is  undesirable for our purposes.
Although this calculation is  axiom atically com ­
plete and consistent based on the action (2 .1) we 
shall argue in the next section  that further anal­
y s is  of the significance of the pion field reveals  
that the calculation is  incom plete to th is order 
in 1 / / ,  and so it must be modified. The proposed 
m odification se ts  \  = 1.
III. THE PION BAG VS THE PION FIELD
We d iscu ss in this section  the consequences of 
one interpretation of the static-cavity  pion state 
in a theory with an elem entary pion field. An 
interpretation rather than an analysis of fact is  
n ecessary  here, since we do not propose here 
to identify the origin of the spontaneous break­
down of chiral sym m etry, a phenomenon that is  
presumably connected with the mechanism that 
g ives r ise  to quark and gluon confinement. These 
questions go beyond the static cavity approximation 
to the bag m odel—even beyond the bag model i t ­
self.
In the absence of an external pion field there 
is  a stable low -lying quark-antiquark bag state 
that is  a candidate for the pion. It can be arranged  
to have zero m ass in the chiral lim it . 9’ 16 Donoghue 
and Johnson9 propose that the static-cavity  eigen ­
states be regarded as localized wave packets of 
the true momentum eigenstates in analogy with 
states in a nonrelativistic sh ell model. Thus the 
pion-bag state is  regarded as the superposition
k .b a g ) = f  d3p<p(p) |ir,p>. (3.1)
Donoghue and Johnson obtain an expression  for 
the wave function by calculating the bag-to-vacuum  
m atrix elem ent of the quark component of the
axial-vector current (1. 2):
(0 , bag \A%q(x ) \ tt~,bag) = f 2 f  f  d3p  e ip' xp^<p(p).
(3.2)
The right-hand side follows from (3.1) and the 
identification of A ^ ^ x )  as the axial-vector cu r­
rent. The m atrix elem ent is  readily calculated  
from the wave function (2.13) giving
fd°cj>(x)~fWciN2[ j 2(^r )  - j ? { u r ) ] e ' 2iat9(R - r ) ,
fV<p(x)» 2'fN~cNzj g((or)j1((jor)re~2iut6(R - r ) ,
(3.3a)
(3.3b)
where Ne = 3 is  the number of co lors. From the 
normalization of (jip) f  is  found to be
(3.4)
where R ,  i s  the radius of the pion bag. With a 
recent value16 R r =3.8 GeV"1, /  = 135 MeV, about 
40% higher than the experim ental value. This 
is  not bad in view of the approximations involved 
in defining 4>(p).
The Donoghue-Johnson interpretation g ives a 
new meaning to the static cavity: It se rv e s  not 
only to confine the quarks in their relative separa­
tion, but it a lso  provides a m echanism  for lo c a l­
izing the center of m ass of the state. If the pion 
is  indeed the Goldstone boson of broken chiral 
sym m etry, then the pion should behave in the 
absence of other hadrons as a free m a ssle ss  
particle .17 The m ere existence of a localized  
pion eigenstate in the theory im plies a breakdown 
of chiral sym m etry. C learly th is particular prob­
lem  is  associated  with the static-cavity  approxi­
mation and not with the original Lorentz-covariant 
formulation of the model. But we do not have a 
satisfactory quantum theory for the bag in three 
dim ensions; therefore, we work within the ap­
proximation. Chiral sym m etry is  a lso  lost in 
th is approximation by the confinement of the 
quarks, as d iscussed  in the beginning of Sec. I.
We suggest that introducing the pion field  serv es  
not only to restore chiral sym m etry at the bag 
surface, it should a lso  in a sense restore tra n s­
lational invariance to the static pion-bag state.
We say “ should” because it is  not obvious that 
the action (2.1) does the job. However, a “ correct” 
formulation of the theory should, in fact, do it, 
and the theory defined by (2. 1) is  at least sug­
gestive of a restoration  of translational invariance 
to the pion as d iscussed  below.
We note that in perturbation theory, when the 
pion field couples to the pion-bag state , the quark 
and antiquark may annihilate to produce the e x ­
ternal field. If we accept the wave-packet in ter­
pretation of the static-cavity  eigenstate, re sto ra -
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tion of translational invariance produces a som e­
what sim ilar effect: The spreading of the wave 
packet gives r is e  to a finite amplitude for finding 
the c.m . of the composite pion outside the confines 
of the original cavity. The spreading of the wave 
packet should occur freely , independently of the 
sm allness of the coupling 1 //. Indeed, if we 
examine the annihilation amplitude, we find that 
it is  proportional to (3.3b), which determ ines/  
in the Donoghue-Johnson scheme. Thus, although 
the annihilation graph is counted form ally as firs t 
order in 1 //, it is  actually of zeroth order. We 
m ust calculate the pair annihilation and creation 
processes to all o rd e rs  in the interaction H am il­
tonian to determ ine the effect of the external field 
upon the pion-bag state. We note that the annihila­
tion and creation amplitudes differ from the e m is­
sion and absorption amplitudes used to calculate 
the self-energy of the nucleon in Sec. II, in that 
an ex tra  factor 4 N c appears in the form er am pli­
tudes. In effect/ cc-/Nc and the expansion in powers 
of 1 f f  is form ally an expansion in powers of
1/VW C.
Although pion em ission and absorption in the 
nucleon may s till be treated  in perturbation theory, 
it is  evident that the pion field, once em itted, can 
give r is e  to additional quark-antiquark p a irs  in 
the nucleon bag before being absorbed, as illu s ­
tra ted  in Fig. 1(b). Ju st as in the case of the pion 
bag, these processes m ust be trea ted  to a ll o rders 
in the interaction Hamiltonian, since they are  of 
zeroth o rder in 1/f .
The necessity of treating  pair creation and an-
FIG. 1. Perturbation diagram for nucleon self-en ergy  
to order 1 / f 2 showing (a) a conventional contribution 
and (b) a quark-pair contribution induced by an external 
pion.
nihilation to a ll o rders in the interaction Ham il­
tonian (2.12) makes it difficult to determ ine the 
pion eigenstate in the interacting theory. In fact 
it is likely that, with a m ore complete under­
standing of the nature of the vacuum,15 the pion 
eigenstate of this particu lar theory would be found 
wanting. Thus we seek a modification to the action
(2.1) that re ta ins some of the desirable features 
of the static  cavity approximation and is capable 
of taking into account pair annihilation and c re a ­
tion p rocesses at the bag surface in a nonpertur­
bative manner. A crude but simple modification 
extends the pion field into the bag so that it is 
continuous at the bag surface. The in ternal field 
is intended to rep resen t in an approximate manner 
the quark-antiquark pairs that a re  produced by 
the external field. Thus to avoid overcounting 
in the modified theory we must exclude additional 
pair creation and annihilation induced by the ex ­
tended field. Turning off the field external to a 
cavity, leaving only an in ternal field, gives an 
analog “ pion” eigenstate in a wave packet som e­
what like that of (3.3a). Turning it on allows the 
wave packet to spread continuously across the 
cavity wall.
It should be reem phasized that the elem entary 
pion field is  always to be considered as an ap­
proximation to a composite object. Such an ap ­
proximation should be valid only for low-energy 
pion interactions for which the pion wavelength 
is large compared to its  bag size.
The revised action (2.1) now becom es12
A  = y  ( f x { ^ q y S q  - B j  -  j  d4x i ( D j r ) 2
- i f  dsx q e i7- ^ /fq , (3.5)
Js
where it is understood that the pion field is 
continuous across the bag surface. The equations 
of motion (2.4) are  modified so that (2.4a) now 
holds in F a s  well as V  and (2.4d) now reads
(3.6a)
ir ,|!= 0  o n S ,  (3.6b)
where the notation I ! means the value outside 
minus the value inside. The nonlinear boundary 
condition (2.6) becomes
U n -d ) ( q e it-f ^ ,fq ) ^ B  , (3.7)
where it is necessary  to in te rp re t the derivative 
acting on r? as the average inside and outside.4 
Because of the different boundary condition (3.6)
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the strength of the pion field produced by the 
nucleon in (2.15) is  changed. Thus the pion- 
nucleon coupling constant and axia l-vector charge
is  changed. The effect is  sim ply to set X = 1 
[(2.16), (2.18), e tc .] as noted at the end of Sec.
II. As we shall see  this change g ives better ag ree­
ment with the experim ental va lu es .13 Jaffe8 was 
first to ca ll attention to the rather large value 
of the nucleon axial-vector charge that resu lts  
from excluding the pion field from the bag interior. 
This problem has plagued subsequent analyses 
that neglect the effect of quark-pair creation and 
annihilation induced by the external field, and has 
led to som e ingenious proposals for rem ed ies . 18 
The reduction of X that resu lts  from making the 
pion field approximately continuous across the 
surface is  general and w ell known (see Ref. 4).
As a m atter of convenience, the internally e x ­
tended pion field is  treated as though it were 
m a ss le ss  in (3.5) and with the physical m ass  
in II. The assignm ent of a zero m ass is  just­
ified approximately by Eq. (3.3). Although the 
equations are not exactly consistent, i .e . ,  the 
gradient of (3.3a) is  not the tim e derivative of 
(3.3b), they are consistent in shape and magnitude. 
Furtherm ore, the four-divergence of the current 
defined by (3.3) van ishes, corresponding roughly 
to the Klein-Gordon equation for <p.
IV. CHIRAL NONLINEAR BOUNDARY CONDITION
A n ecessary  consequence of restoring chiral 
sym m etry to the static cavity is  the chiral mod­
ification [(2.6) and (3.7)] of the nonlinear boundary 
condition (1.1b). We consider in this section the 
effect of the chiral nonlinear boundary condition
(3.7) on bag states and propose a slight m odifica­
tion in the procedure for static-cavity  calculations 
that im proves the stability of the nucleon in pion 
perturbation theory.
The nonlinear boundary condition is  found by 
making the action stationary with resp ect to the 
position of the bag surface. It has been interpreted  
as a condition for balancing the field pressure  
against the bag pressure B  at the surface .1’ 2 In 
the se m ic la ss ica l static spherical-cavity  approx­
im ation, m inim izing the energy with respect to 
the radius is  equivalent to im posing (3.7) as an 
equation for the expectation value of the norm al- 
ordered product averaged over the surface . 19
In p e r tu rb a tio n  th e o r y  th e  bag e n e r g y  to  o r d e r  
l / / 2 i s
E (R )= E 0(R)+E1(R) , (4.1)
where E0(R) i s  the energy of the bag without the 
pion field present and E ^ R )  is  the correction to  
order l / f 2. In the approximation of SU(6)
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degeneracy and zero pion m ass,
(4.2)
where /3 is  a d im ensionless constant. Now let 
us suppose that E0(R) i s  minimum at R =R0. E x­
panding about th is radius g ives
E ( f l ) » E 0(fl0) +i(R  - R 0f E Z ( R 0) +E1( f i ) . (4.3)
M inimizing the new expression  (4.2) g ives a new 
radius R  that d iffers from R 0 by an amount form al­
ly of order l / f 2:
R - R 0 * 6 R = - E i ( f l 0) /E»(f l0).  (4.4)
But the change in E 0(R) in going to the new 
radius is  clearly of order l / / 4; the new value of 
the energy is  therefore found to order l / f 2 by 
evaluating (4.1) at K0:
£ = £ 0(iJ0) + £ 1(H0) + O ( l / / 4) . (4.5)
To find the energy to this order we are not r e ­
quired to change R.
Problem s a r ise , however, in a quantitative 
determination of the minimum (see Sec. II). A l­
though the correction E ^ R )  may be sm all (~ 20%) 
when evaluated a t i i 0, its  derivative is  generally  
large; i .e . ,  the pion field exerts a strong inward 
pressure on the bag. (The effect is  reduced som e­
what by allowing the pion to pass into the bag 
in terior, but it p ers ists  because of the discontinu­
ity in the radial derivative of the pion field at the 
surface.) The inward p ressu re can be sufficient­
ly great as to give a large negative value of 6R
(4.3). As the bag shrinks, perturbation theory 
also  fa ils , since the d im ensionless param eter 
l / f 2R 2 grows. Thus one can hope that higher- 
order term s come to the rescue but, if they are 
needed, we cannot proceed with low -order p er­
turbation theory. Perhaps we must forsake 
perturbation theory ,20 but the qualitative su cc esse s  
of the quark model in describing the light hadrons 
argue in favor of the perturbative approach. We 
propose a m odification in the standard procedure 
for static cavity calculations that in creases the 
stability of the bag, i .e . ,  allow s values of I 6i? I 
« 0 .1 5 fl.
It is  traditional to m inim ize, not the cavity 
energy, but the m a ss , after correcting for c.m. 
motion . 1’ 15 The m ass is  obtained from 13
M(R)2 =E(R)2 - P ( R ) 2 , (4.6)
w here, for the n -quark bag with a ll quarks in the 
S1/2 orbital,
P 2(R)*n(x/R)2 (4.7)
and x&2.  For the nucleon, the correction E  - M  
is  about 250 MeV. The effect of including the
c.m . correction in the m inim ization procedure
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is  to reduce the outward p ressure of the fields —  
hence a destabilizing effect. If, however, E(R)  
w ere m inim ized first and the correction applied 
without further adjustment of R ,  stability would 
be increased.
The procedure for correcting for the c.m . m o­
tion is  not determined by the static-cavity  ap­
proxim ation—in fact the purist might in sist that 
it is  preferable to m inim ize E  rather than M  since 
it corresponds m ore accurately to the nonlinear 
boundary condition. The effect of m inimizing  
before correcting is  to produce a slightly larger 
bag, the s iz e  of which re flec ts m ore the c.m . 
wave-packet s ize  rather than the s iz e  of the wave 
packet of relative motion of the quarks. A con­
sequence of the wave -packet interpretation is  
that all bag param eters must now be corrected  
for the spreading of a finite wave packet. The 
procedure, in the sp irit of the Donoghue-Johnson 
method, is  straightforward .9'21 For exam ple, in 
calculating the charge radius of the proton (ex­
cluding the pion for the moment), one evaluates
( r / ) = ( r ha4!2) - ( r c.m.2) .  (4.8)
The first quantity on the right is  given directly  
by the static-cavity  wave function ,2 and the quantity 
( r c>m.2) depends both on kinem atic effects, which 
are sm a ll ,9 and on a large positive contribution 
of the form
j  f  ir*'q'q cPx , (4.9)
Jo
where q is  the D irac wave function of a single 
quark. Thus the true charge radius ( r / )  before 
correction for the pion cloud is  sm aller than that 
given by the static-cavity  calculation. Other static  
or quasistatic param eters can be corrected by 
sim ilar methods as d iscussed  in II.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have offered a justification for a phenome­
nological approach to a chirally sym m etric theory  
of pion-bag coupling that str ives for consistency  
with the current understanding of the meaning of 
the static-cavity  approximation. The pion is  ap­
proximated at long wavelengths by an elem entary  
field. It in teracts with quarks at the bag surface  
in a manner dictated by chiral sym m etry. Although 
em ission  and absorption p rocesses  may be treated  
in perturbation theory in inverse powers of the 
pion decay constant, pair creation and annihilation 
cannot be treated in th is way. We propose, th ere­
fore, extending the definition of the field inside 
the bag to take approximate account of these  
p rocesses. This extension was also proposed by 
Chodos and Thorn4 and M iller, Thom as, and
Th£berge,12 but for different reasons. The r e ­
sulting theory may then be used for perturbative 
calculations as long as the pair creation and an­
nihilation p rocesses  are omitted. A slight mod­
ification in the standard procedure for correcting  
for the c.m. motion of the hadron in the sta tic-  
cavity approximation allow s for a stable nucleon 
bag to lowest order in the pion coupling and 
perm its a consistent calculation of the m ass r e ­
norm alization in perturbation theory, as described  
in II.
The approximation of replacing quark-antiquark 
pairs by an elem entary field is  crude and deserves  
further analysis. It would be useful to have a 
m ore explicit schem e that allow s these pairs to be 
taken into account.
We have given som e attention to the chiral non­
linear boundary condition, which follows in an 
axiom atic way from the chirally sym m etric action. 
Although one may cr itic ize  the hybrid chiral 
model as being rather ad hoc,  and question the 
validity of the boundary condition, we believe it 
is  n ecessary to take it as seriou sly  as the chiral 
linear boundary condition that g ives the coupling 
to the pion. Both are needed in order to restore  
chiral sym m etry to the static-cavity  approxima­
tion.
The suggested modification in the procedure 
for correcting the bag m ass for c.m. motion helps 
to make perturbation theory consistent. This 
resu lt is  desirable, since higher-order term s, 
particularly those involving the pion self-coupling, 
are m odel dependent. An additional benefit is  
that it is  m ore in the sp irit of the Donoghue- 
Johnson interpretation of the static cavity as a 
localized hadronic state. C orrections to the 
static param eters are cleaner if the bag radius 
reflec ts the geom etry of the wave packet, rather 
than som e partially corrected geom etry. These 
corrections are d iscussed  in II.
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APPENDIX
We consider here the manner in which the 
linear boundary condition on the quark fields, 
expressed  in the form (2.5) is  satisfied  in quantum 
perturbation theory. To first order in 1 / f  it takes 
the form
qq + qi r • rry j fq  = 0 , (Al)
As an introduction we consider the problem in the
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c la ss ic a l perturbation theory8 of a quark coupling 
to an external pion field with Hamiltonian
+ |  I (Px{qq +qiyj r -r r / fq) . 
-'s
(A2)
The unperturbed eigenfunctions satisfy
-  i a  • Vq„ = u nq„ in V; ~ i y n q = q  on S . (A3)
The perturbed eigenfunctions satisfy
- i a  •Vq=u)q  in V , (A4a)
- i y  rtq =(1 + iy5T-H/f )q  on S . (A4b)
Writing q =q0 +5q and substituting into (A2), we 
have to first order in 6q,
£ "w0 - 5  f  (9os 9 + 5qq0)d2: Js
+ i  f  (q05<? +5qq0)efx
• 'S
+i  I q j y ? '  v q j f t f x .
• 'S
(A5)
Thus there is  a cancellation between the surface 
term  from the quark kinetic energy in H  and the 
qq term .8 The linear boundary condition (A4b) 
or (Al) on the other hand requires that the second 
term  in H  vanish. Thus E  has the form w0+ 6o> 
-6co+5a) in (A5). The expression for bq can be 
found in perturbation theory by using a G reen’s -  
function technique. Writing
' ln(x)qUx')Gu(x ,x ' )  = X )- (A6)
where the sum includes both p ositive- and nega­
tive-en ergy  sta tes , we find, by standard m ethods,
q(x’) = -  f d 2x G J x ' , x ) i y 0zy5T ‘ ir/ fq(x),  (A7)
or to first order in l / f ,
5<? = f  d 2x'q„(x,H i y 5T:' Tr/fq0( x ) . (A8)
n*0 ^0 CU •'
Since the solution (A8) was constructed explicitly  
to satisfy  (A4b) to lowest iarder in l / f ,  q0 + 5q 
must satisfy  (A l).
We now proceed with the quantum perturbation 
theory of (2. 12) using the illustrative example 
of the nucleon of Sec. II. We wish to show that 
(Al) is  satisfied  as an equation for the norm al- 
ordered expectation value on the perturbed eigen ­
state. Since in this case the pion field  is  produced 
from the quarks, it is  n ecessary  to work to second  
order in l / f 2. We want to evaluate
F  =( :qq : + : q i r ' I t y j f q  :)
(01 -.qq: I 0> lc  cJ-[£ 
E
u.x*) (-®o Ex)(E0 E w)
(Oltf/kXd :q q  : ltx )(n lff ,IO )
( 0 1 : qvr • l i y j f q  : I mXm IH,  10) 
E0 - E .
(A9)
where the omitted term s can be shown to vanish  
to order l / f 2. In the exam ple of the computation 
of the nucleon se lf-energy  in Sec. II, the sum over 
interm ediate states was truncated to include only 
states with quarks in the ground state, but with 
a possible rearrangem ent of spins and isosp ins.
We follow the sam e approximation here: In the 
first and last term s in (A9) the states |^) are 
so constrained, and in the second term , either 
the state |k) or |j-i) is  so constrained. The m atrix  
elem ent of Ht  between such sta tes , when summed 
over the pion m odes, gave the c la ss ic a l field 7?„ 
of (2.15), where v labels the quark configuration 
contained in j /j.). The operator '.qq : on the other 
hand connects the ground state to excited in ter­
mediate states. The structure of the various 
contributions to F  is  m ost ea s ily  understood 
graphically, as illustrated  in Fig. 2. In these  
graphs the solid  lines represent quarks and the 
dashed line, the propagator for the pion. The 
symbol x represents the operator :qq : . The 
symbol O represen ts the operator : q i r • H y j f q \ -  
The bold line denotes a quark that has been excited  
from the ground state. The thin line is  an un­
excited quark line. The order of presentation  










e —  d
c -----------
FIG. 2. Diagram matic representation of contributions 
to the expectation value F  (A9). Symbols are explained  
in the text.
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of te rm s in (A9) with the second te rm  correspond­
ing to the th ird  and fourth graphs. The le tte rs  
stand for the quantum num bers of the quarks in 
a represen tative te rm  in the expectation value
on the th ree-quark  state. We shall now argue 
that the contributions depicted by the three graphs 
in each column in Fig. 2 cancel. For the left- 
hand column they a re , explicitly,
/  d \ ' q n(x ' )Hy5r ^ J x ' ) q b{x')
n i o  <D0 - ( l ) n  J
X ) f  d 2x ' q e{ x ' ) \ i y ^  •Hia(x’)q„(x')q,' ^ qb^  +qe(x)iT -iria(x)y5/ f q b(x) , (A1°)
« •' C00 “
w here rrda(x) is  a c -number field satisfying 
V2ir,,o = 0 m V ,
n • vlfda = -  T^qaYrTqa on S .
But the expression (A10) may also be w ritten using 
(A8) as
q £ q i +$qeqb+qeiT-'TiiayJf<lb, (A12)
w here 6qb and Sqe a re  the f irs t-o rd e r shifts in 
the c lassical eigenfunctions q b and qe due to the 
external field 7Tda. This shift is  p recisely  what 
is  required  to meet the boundary condition (A4b).
In the form (Al) th is  boundary condition im plies 
that
-*-iy5T-i ida/ f ) (qb+5qb)=0  (A13)
and therefo re , writing (A13) to the appropriate
order in 1 //, using qeq =0, we find that (A12) 
vanishes. Other contributions, including the quark 
“ self-energy” contribution, may be handled in 
sim ilar fashion. Thus (Al) is  satisfied as an 
equation for the expectation value on the state 
to order l / / 2: Q.E.D.
An im portant conclusion to be drawn from this 
analysis is that the operator :q q  : cannot be set 
to zero on the surface, even though in the free 
cavity expansion (2.11) the coefficients of the 
operators q„qm, e tc ., all vanish. The problem 
is caused by the representation  of the perturbed 
state on th is basis. The sum over cavity modes 
converges in such a way that the action of the 
operator : qq : on the surface m ust be defined as 
a lim it of values obtained inside the bag, in the 
same sense as in the c lassica l expression (A8).
For this reason we have taken pains to include 
such te rm s in in (2.12).
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